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This paper compares evaluation in student assignments across the four disciplinary groups of Arts
and Humanities (AH), Social Sciences (SS), Life Sciences (LS) and Physical Sciences (PS). It
combines a genre analysis of the BAWE1 corpus as texts with a multidimensional register analysis
of the corpus as text and a frequency analysis of specific amplifiers and attributive adjectives used
across the disciplines. This approach is intended to complement more detailed manual analysis
which can uncover the prosodic nature of evaluation, the range of grammatical resources (Hood
2004), the functions of evaluation (Thompson & Hunston 2000), and how evaluation occurs even
where texts “[do] not contain what is commonly thought of as evaluative language” (Hunston
1992:197).
The 2896 BAWE corpus texts, from thirty-five disciplines, fall into thirteen genre families, or
groups of genres with similar social purpose, generic stages and genre networks (Gardner 2008,
Gardner & Nesi 2008). Critique genres describe and evaluate something. This affords comparison
across reviews of books/films/plays with analyses of systems/businesses/organisations, and
evaluations of Tools/Machines/Equipment. In the Humanities the Book Review is a typical Critique
genre, whereas in the Social Sciences the most typical Critiques are evaluations of research articles,
theories and techniques, and in the Physical and Life Sciences the most typical Critiques are
evaluations of equipment and systems. Space does not permit an account of all Critique genre types
here, but the following assignment titles suggest their scope:
Article Critique (Archaeology/6157b, Computer Science/0212b)
Journal Refereeing (Chemistry/0388g)
„A critical review of two research papers‟ (Health/3059b)
Evaluate Esping-Anderson‟s classification of welfare states (Politics/0075l)
Critically assess the aims underlying the rationale of the EU Single Market.
(Business/0152a)
Outline and evaluate the doctrine of transcendental idealism. (Philosophy/3147j)
„Critically assess the Research Methods used in “Street Corner Society” By W. F. Whyte‟
(Politics/0276d)
An Evaluation of the use of COSMOS in designing Microneedle Arrays
(Engineering/0250f)
Critical analysis of a diagnostic tool used within clinical practice (Health/3156a)
A Critical Analysis of Extension Approaches undertaken by CATI in Brazil
(Agriculture/6031b)
CFS Insurance Restructuring Proposal Review (Computer Science/0258d)
Analysis of Jules Verne's 'Journey To The Centre Of The Earth' (pp.24-27)
(Meteorology/6200i)
Analysis of Pepper vs Hart (Law/0132a)
Evaluation of FCE Reading paper (Linguistics/6028d)
Bread-Maker Critical Review (Engineering/6103b)
Teaching Evaluations (Health/3119d)
„The bigger, the better?‟ (Publishing/3067c)
The 322 BAWE critiques account for 11% of all texts, and 10% of all words, with most in social
sciences, and in taught postgraduate (level 4) modules.
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These higher proportions reflect the frequency of Critiques in research methods modules, and the
contested nature of knowledge in the Social Sciences.
The multidimensional analysis of Critiques (Gardner 2008, Nesi this volume) suggests a trend along
one Dimension only, Informational-Involved: Critiques become more „informational‟ with each
successive year of study, while Critiques in the Life Sciences and Social Sciences are most
informational. Biber et al. (2002b:48) found a similar informational trend in textbook years,
showing increases in nouns, word length, prepositions, type/token ratio and attributive adjectives
with years (ibid:15). Exactly how progress along the Informational-Involved Dimension is reflected
in the language of Critiques requires further investigation, but an obvious place to start is with the
use of attributive adjectives across the disciplines.
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Biber et al. (2002a:200) found that good, best, right, important, simple and special were frequent
attributive adjectives in academic prose; Thetela (1997:114) identifies significant, important,
interesting, remarkable as frequent in research articles. In the BAWE corpus as a whole particularly
frequent collocates of very (+/-5) were found to be different-important in Arts and Humanities,
important-similar-small-little-useful in Life Sciences; difficult-important-limited-little-gooddifferent in Social Sciences, and useful-accurate-important-simple in Physical Sciences.
Interestingly SS is the only disciplinary group with frequent negative evaluation (difficult, limited).
Examples of these in context from specific disciplines can be easily found using the corpus query
tool SketchEngine (www.sketchengine.co.uk)
Important, significant and useful are in the top ten most frequent collocates of very in all four
disciplinary groups. They are used with the following collocates in Critiques (F>5, MI>4):
Important
aspect, factor, element,

Significant
Impact, reduction, difference*,

Useful
Tool, information, model,

consideration, implication, role,
issue, tool, objective, step,
technique, principle, thing,
feature, part, development,
quality, information, stage,
area, point, approach, decision,
analysis, question, change,
research, study, process, model

growth, effect, amount, benefit, source, site, analysis, method,
change, role, figure,
development, influence,
research, term, evidence, result,
factor, number, cost, increase

Important is the most frequent, and widespread, of the three, occurring in over 200 Critiques across
28 disciplines. Its collocation with aspect, feature, element and others suggests a pervasive
analytical perspective to evaluation. In contrast, significance is associated with impact and change
in size, where usefulness is associated with tools and information. Figure 4 shows how the terms
important and significant are relatively most frequent in SS, whereas useful is relatively more
frequent in PS.
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Importance is attached to a wide range of entities, across all disciplines, and frequently to analytical
features: aspects, factors, elements, roles and issues; Significance is attached to change and growth
features: impact, effect, change, results, reduction, and growth; where usefulness is attached both to
tools and to information. Explicit evaluation involving the three adjectives is most evident in SS,
and least evident in AH, but of course this does not necessarily mean that Critiques in AH do not
use evaluative language as there are many alternative, more topic specific ways of expressing
evaluation.
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